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Abstract: Pediatric stroke (PS) is an injury caused by the occlusion or rupture of a blood vessel
in the central nervous system (CNS) of children, before or after birth. Hemiparesis is the most
common motoric deficit associated with PS in children. Therefore, it is important to emphasize that
PS is a significant challenge for rehabilitation, especially since the consequences may also appear
during the child’s growth and development, reducing functional capacity. The plasticity of the
child’s CNS is an important predecessor of recovery, but disruption of the neural network, specific
to an immature brain, can have harmful and potentially devastating consequences. In this review,
we summarize the complexity of the consequences associated with PS and the possibilities and
role of modern rehabilitation. An analysis of the current literature reveals that Constraint-Induced
Movement Therapy, forced-use therapy, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, functional
electrical stimulation and robot-assisted therapy have demonstrated at least partial improvements
in motor domains related to hemiparesis or hemiplegia caused by PS, but they are supported
with different levels of evidence. Due to the lack of randomized controlled studies, the optimal
rehabilitation treatment is still debatable, and therefore, most recommendations are primarily based
on expert consensuses, opinions and an insufficient level of evidence.

Keywords: stroke; rehabilitation; motoric deficit; children

1. Introduction

Pediatric stroke (PS) is a rare pediatric condition with an incidence of 2–13/100,000.
From 1990 to 2013, the prevalence of PS has globally increased by 35%, with 40,000 cases
of recorded ischemic PS in 2013 [1] and with a long-term assessment of global tendency
growth in the next 30 years [2].

According to the time of appearance, PS is defined as perinatal stroke (occurring from
20 weeks of gestation to the first 28 days after delivery) and childhood stroke (occurring
from 29 days to 18 years of age) [3]. The incidence of perinatal stroke among live births is
1/1100 [4], and the incidence of childhood stroke is from 1.3 to 13 in 100,000 children [5].

According to the mechanism by which stroke occurs, PS is classified into arterial
ischemic stroke (AIS), cerebral sinus venous thrombosis (CVST) and hemorrhagic stroke
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(HS) [6] (Figure 1). The most represented mechanism of PS is AIS, which can be defined as a
brain or spinal cord injury caused by a lack of oxygen in the affected area. Usually, AIS is the
consequence of blood flow obstruction caused by blood clots. In patients with AIS, the area
that is vascularized by the middle cerebral artery is most commonly affected [6,7]. CVST
affects predominantly younger populations with variable etiology, clinical presentation and
prognosis. In CVST, two pathological mechanisms are described: cerebral vein occlusion
and venous sinus occlusion [8]. According to deVeber et al., the diagnostic criterion for
AIS in infants and children older than 1 month is the sudden onset of a focal neurological
deficit that can be transient or permanent in duration. In neonates with AIS and children of
all ages with CVST, the criteria are seizures, lethargy or a focal neurological deficit [9]. HS
is defined as a nontraumatic intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), nontraumatic subarachnoid
hemorrhage or intraventricular hemorrhage in a full-term neonate or child. Common
presentation of ICH involves acute symptomatic seizures both in perinatal (60%) and
childhood (36%) periods [6,10].
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Figure 1. Pediatric stroke classification and specific risk factors. PAIS/AIS—(perinatal) arterial
ischemic stroke; CVST—cerebral sinus venous thrombosis; HS—hemorrhagic stroke.

Pediatric stroke leads to long-term motoric deficiency and invalidity among chil-
dren [11]. Rehabilitation is the core of treatment among children living with the conse-
quences of PS. The role of rehabilitation remains irreplaceable, primarily due to the lack
of early stroke diagnosis. Secondly, hyperacute recanalization treatment options, such
as thrombolysis or mechanical thrombectomy, are rarely used and applied in the pedi-
atric population [12]. In a retrospective case series study from several hospitals in Beijing
that included 312 children with AIS and HS aged between 1 month and 18 years, none
of 172 patients with AIS received hyperacute treatment (thrombolysis and mechanical
thrombectomy). In this group of patients, 17.44% received antithrombocites for acute
treatment, and 5.23% received anticoagulants [13].
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2. Etiology of Pediatric Stroke
2.1. Perinatal Stroke—Risk Factors

Risk factors associated with perinatal arterial ischemic stroke are divided into maternal
and neonatal risk factors. Maternal factors include infertility, primiparity, coagulation dis-
orders, chorioamnionitis, oligohydramnios, preeclampsia, vacuum extraction, premature
rupture of membranes and emergency cesarean section [14]. Neonatal factors include
normal activation of coagulation factors in the mother and low levels of factors in the infant
just before and after the time of delivery, infection, inherited thrombophilia, coagulation
disorders, cardiac lesions, trauma and asphyxia [15].

Risk factors associated with CVST are not well established yet, but delivery complica-
tions, maternal dehydration, sepsis, meningitis, cardiac defects and coagulation disorders
may be considered potential risk factors [3,16].

The causes of perinatal HS among term infants are coagulopathy, thrombocytopenia,
trauma and, rarely, structural vascular lesions. Although they cannot be considered imme-
diate causes, they are more commonly observed among male newborns after emergency
cesarean delivery, following postmaturity and with fetal distress [3,17] (Figure 1).

2.2. Childhood Stroke—Risk Factors

The cause of AIS in childhood is most commonly multifactorial. The causes can be
divided into cardiac, extracranial arteriopathies, intracranial arteriopathies, thrombophilia,
sickle cell anemia and systemic conditions, such as systemic lupus erythematosus [18].

CVST in childhood often occurs as a result of several age-related risk factors in the for-
mation of thrombus: fever, anemia, dehydration, infection, systemic lupus erythematosus,
enteropathy, nephropathy, congenital heart disease, etc. [3].

In approximately 75% of cases, HS in childhood is caused by structural lesions [3]. A
retrospective study conducted in China revealed that the main causes of acute ischemic
stroke were cerebrovascular diseases, especially moyamoya (68.6%), and the leading cause
of hemorrhagic stroke was arteriovenous malformations (51.43%) and cavernous malfor-
mation (20%) [13].

3. Specific Features of Pediatric Stroke
3.1. Motor Deficits following Pediatric Stroke in the Pediatric Population

Pediatric stroke often leads to lifelong motoric, cognitive, communicational or sensory
deficits [11]. In clinical presentation, motoric deficits and/or associated disorders are
predominantly observed. Deficiencies may present as a weakness of one arm and/or one
leg (in the case of hemiplegia) or weakness of both arms and/or both legs (in the case
of quadriplegia or triplegia) [19]. Impairments vary and may include muscle weakness
as well as a loss of dexterity, muscle tone disorders and deterioration of the quality and
coordination of movements. As motoric and sensory deficits are more severe, impairments
are more challenging in patients with pediatric stroke (Figure 2). Even though typical
presentation involves hemiparesis, deficits are not exclusively unilateral, especially in the
case of hemorrhagic stroke [20]. According to the literature data, the most common type of
pediatric stroke is acute ischemic stroke, and the outcomes of this condition are the most
studied ones [6].
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3.1.1. Perinatal Stroke

Approximately 80% of cases of perinatal stroke are of the arterial ischemic etiology [3].
Aside from etiology, there are other classifications of perinatal stroke. Based on the time
of diagnosis, it is divided into acute and retrospective, and another classification is ac-
cording to the age at presentation (fetal, preterm neonatal, term neonatal and stroke in
infancy/childhood) [21].

The acute phase of perinatal stroke in the fetal period is asymptomatic, and there are
no characteristic features. Premature infants may be asymptomatic, but apnea, bradycardia,
desaturation, seizures and encephalopathy may occur as well [22]. Term infants, on the
other hand, are symptomatic, with encephalopathy and the clinical presentation of seizures.
PS commonly remains unrecognized in the acute phase since it does not manifest with
signs of an acute motor deficit, as it is usually in the adult population, and due to its
delayed presentation in early childhood or later, it is called presumed PS [3,21]. Presumed
PS usually presents with hemiparesis after the first month following delivery, and it is
classified based on the characteristic imaging findings as either arterial presumed perinatal
ischemic stroke (APPIS), presumed perinatal hemorrhagic stroke (PPHS) or periventricular
venous infarction (PVI), which is a presumed fetal stroke [21]. Newborns have no motor
deficits, and motor asymmetry or early hand preference is observed at the child’s age of four
to six months [23]. Perinatal stroke is the leading cause of hemiparetic cerebral palsy (CP),
and the clinical presentation of CP for the aforementioned reason may therefore precede
the diagnosis of PS. Therefore, it is essential to emphasize the importance of the early
diagnosis of PS by assessing general motor activity in newborns that are symptomatically
or anamnestically at risk [24].

With limited options for prevention and intervention, neurorehabilitation is the focus
of improvement outcomes [21].

3.1.2. Childhood Stroke

Compared to perinatal stroke, childhood stroke leads to higher rates of motor deficits [6].
The period between the 28th day and the 1st year of a child’s life is particularly vulnerable
in terms of the consequences related to PS [18]. This is the time frame when PS causes the
highest prevalence of moderate and severe forms of motor deficit, and this trend decreases
with the child’s age. Among older age groups, no differences are observed in the degree of
recovery of motor functions, which, according to the authors of the International Pediatric
Stroke Study Group [25], implies that recovery mechanisms are common for all ages or that
the brains of the youngest ones are characterized with concomitant contradictory processes,
characterized by plasticity in one hand and vulnerability in the other one. The current
literature has not provided any conclusion regarding this dilemma yet.

Hemiplegia is the most frequent acute clinical manifestation of AIS in childhood, with
a frequency of 72–90% [26], and the prevalence of chronic hemiplegia in the literature varies
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from 12% [27] to 56% [28]. Studies focusing on long-term motor outcomes after childhood
stroke have reported persisting hemiplegia in 44% to 66% of cases [29,30].

Compared to AIS, HS is reported to have better motor and functional outcomes. The
results of a comparative study revealed that, in 60% of children with HS, rehabilitation led
to a 4.5-month-long average duration of neurological deficit following the insult, compared
to 89% of children with AIS. During the same follow-up period, 64% of children with HS
regained functional use of their arm, compared to only 42% of children with AIS [31].

Compared to AIS, CVST seems to have lower long-term rates of disability. Normal neu-
rological outcomes were reported in 39–63% of patients, whereas disability was observed
in 18–42% of patients with pediatric CVST [6].

3.2. Specificity of the Child’s Brain Recovery after Pediatric Stroke—Advantage or Disadvantage

After a cerebrovascular insult, there are two possible outcomes regarding the brain
recovery process: behavioral restitution and compensation. Behavioral restitution is a
recovery process resulting in the return of normal patterns of motor control, i.e., recovery
to the state before the insult occurred. This mechanism represents the complete recovery of
damaged neural networks. Compensation is a recovery process in which patients adopt
new motor patterns as a substitute for those they can no longer perform through neural
learning circuits. These mechanisms are common for children as well as adults [32].

Evidence regarding recovery outcomes between children and the adult population
is conflicting [33]. Research results have not yet provided an unambiguous answer. As
we previously commented, disputing some views of better recovery of children’s brains,
66% of children with childhood stroke had long-term motor and functional deficits [30,31].
Greenham et al. supported such conclusions, stating that children’s brains do not recover
better than adults [34]. Contrary to the conclusion of Srivastava et al. [21], outcomes
specific to the developing brain, associated with increased neuroplasticity, result in a child’s
ability to walk after a stroke, which is not a characteristic of adults with a similar lesion
in the central nervous system. Therefore, in the context of this dilemma, it is important to
emphasize that patterns and trajectories of recovery differ between children and adults.
The increased capacity for the neuroplasticity of the brain relates to the specificity of the
child’s brain, but an interruption of the neural network by a stroke can have harmful
consequences that are specific to the immature brain [35]. Unlike the population of adults,
the child’s brain goes through restructuring after PS. Prenatally, brain development mainly
consists of neurogenesis and neuronal migration, and postnatally, in order to arrange
mature neuronal networks, dominant patterns include glial cell proliferation, integration
and synaptic development. As indicated by many genes and cellular processes, which are
reactivated after the insult and are typical for early stages of neurodevelopment, recovery
after stroke recapitulates developmental programs, and this is one point of view [35,36].
However, other studies’ results have so far shown significant differences in gene expression
after an insult between an immature brain and the brain of an adult [37–39]. The fact
that the brain quadruples in size during preschool age leads us to the assumption that,
in children, natural growth and development may provide a longer recovery period [40].
Unfortunately, correlations between PS, the neuroplasticity of the developing brain and
recovery remain insufficiently scrutinized [39].

3.3. Assessment of the Specificity of Motor and Functional Deficit after Pediatric Stroke

Aside from insufficiently explored mechanisms of recovery of the child’s brain fol-
lowing an insult, measures of therapeutic monitoring and outcome impose an additional
confusion and challenge.

The core of this problem lies in different validated tests that recognize one or both
previously mentioned recovery mechanisms in a manner in which the results of examination
regarding the same subject do not always logically correlate.

The Pediatric Stroke Outcome Measure (PSOM) is the most widely used scale for the
assessment of PS outcomes [41]. There are two validated versions: one for children aged
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≤2 years of life and one for children aged 2–16 years. The PSOM recognizes compensatory
as well as behavioral mechanisms of restitution as a corresponding model. Therefore, it can
be concluded that, from the aspect of rehabilitation, the PSOM can overestimate the overall
performance of rehabilitation [42].

The Fugl-Meyer assessment [43] and the Modified Rankin Scale (mRS) [44] are used
for the long-term follow up of recovery following PS since they are age-limited. The Fugl-
Meyer assessment appraises the recovery of muscle activity throughout individual joint
movements that do not involve synergy. The Modified Rankin Scale (mRS) is used to assess
disability, and it estimates a patient’s ability to perform activities of daily life throughout
rehabilitation using adopted compensatory mechanisms.

The definition of disability refers to the loss of motor function, which ultimately leads
to a limitation or lack of ability to perform daily activities or to participate in real-life
situations [45]. The child’s functional recovery is the focus of motor function rehabilitation
after PS. The PSOM unfortunately does not provide this type of evaluation. Hence, in 2007,
the World Health Organization adopted the International Classification for Functioning,
Disability and Health (ICF-CY) in order to assess the health and disability of children
and youth [45]. This classification defines the biopsychosocial aspect of disability, i.e., it
assesses mutual interferences between the child’s health condition, social environment and
individual aspects. The WeeFIM [46], Assisting Hand Assessment [47] and the Canadian
Occupational Performance Measure [48] are used to assess disability in children after PS.

During a child’s growth, PS thwarts the child’s functional independence, and this
is a substantial difference between adults and children. Depending on the age, children
with perinatal stroke, as well as younger children with childhood stroke, exhibit a motor
deficit during growth that usually lasts for several years. Sophisticated interaction between
neuro-developmental processes and neural injuries culminates with the clinical appearance
of certain neurological deficits as well as improvements [35]. Thus, delayed acquirement of
developmental milestones is characteristic for younger children, whereas older children
might suffer from the loss of acquired motor functions, just like adults. Studies have
concluded that preschool and school-aged children had improved gross motor functions
during the first year after PS, but not fine motor skills [27]. During the same period of time,
contrary to preschool and school-aged children, newborns had developed deficits [27].
The late onset of motor deficits during the child’s neurodevelopment requires a longer
follow-up period, since the consequences of PS may otherwise be overlooked. In support
of this claim, a multicenter Canadian registry reported moderate to severe deficits in 32%
of patients after PS in a group of young adults [49].

Motor deficit always negatively interferes with the child’s motor development and the
acquisition of new abilities during the child’s growth. Furthermore, it is a fact that children
after PS, during the time of growth and the acquisition of motor functions, “acquire”
disorders in several domains of the ICF [34,50]. By examining children’s participation in
activities of daily life, after AIS in childhood, a study conducted by Simon-Martinez et al.
enlightened a much wider problem related to the consequences associated with PS [50].
This was the first study to investigate children’s limitations after AIS and their relationship
with ICF-CY components. This study included children previously diagnosed with AIS,
with or without hemiparesis, and indicated that manual ability was reduced in both groups.
Such conclusions imply that even children who do not have hemiparesis associated with
PS will eventually have difficulties related to the use of their upper limbs in their daily-
life activities, which will ultimately affect their overall quality of life. These devastating
results and conclusions point in the direction of a so far unrevealed dimension of problems
affecting children who are living with the consequences of PS, and they open many new
dilemmas. The logical dilemma refers to the possibilities and domains of rehabilitation,
i.e., the importance of long-term, regular monitoring of all children dealing with PS. The
following questions arise:
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(a) What is the optimal follow-up time for children after PS?
(b) Does behavioral restitution mean complete recovery for the child?
(c) What is the optimal set of tests and scales that evaluate all outcomes?

4. Rehabilitation of Motor and Functional Deficits of Children after Pediatric Stroke

Almost all aspects of stroke, including incidence, etiology, clinical presentation and
recovery in adults, differ from the pediatric population, especially in terms of the speci-
ficities of the adults’ and children’s CNS during the damage and recovery phases [38,51].
Despite all these differences, therapeutic protocols for children are primarily based on the
extrapolation of stroke in adults [52]. However, improvements and important advances
in evidence-based PS research and therapy have been made in recent years. Nevertheless,
pediatricians have an insufficient level of awareness regarding PS, which results in a late
diagnosis, insufficient experience in the application of acute antithrombotic or anticoagu-
lant treatment as well as secondary prevention, including thrombolysis or thrombectomy.
Consequently, children with PS remain deprived of modern therapeutic treatment protocols
and options [13].

4.1. Current Recommendations

In the current literature, there are insufficient data regarding evidence-based pediatric
rehabilitation following PS. Studies are mainly based on recommendations. The aforemen-
tioned differences indicate the necessity for evidence-based rehabilitation of children after
PS (Figure 3). There are Canadian [53], Australian [54] and United Kingdom [20] guidelines
for rehabilitation after PS. The American Heart Association (AHA) and the American Stroke
Association (ASA) support Ferriero DM et al. and published the Management of Stroke in
Neonates and Children, which is considered an American guideline [3].
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An illustrative example of the previously stated claim that children’s rehabilitation is
based purely on recommendations is the Australian clinical consensus guideline for the
subacute rehabilitation of childhood stroke [54]. It refers to the strategy of subacute rehabil-
itation treatment that is specific to each domain associated with childhood stroke, and it
provides a framework for rehabilitation therapy. In cases where evidence is inadequate or
absent, a modified Delphi process might be applied to develop consensus-based recommen-
dations. These guidelines contain 56 recommendations, of which only 1 is evidence-based,
and 55 are consensus recommendations. In the introductory part, the authors point out that
there is significant evidence that an individual, interdisciplinary approach to rehabilitation
after a brain insult among adults improves the outcome, but there is no such evidence in
children. The lack of research consequently led to a lack of evidence in Australia, which
ultimately resulted in the lack of standardization of subacute rehabilitation of children with
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childhood stroke. When asked which interventions improve the outcome of motor deficits
in children with stroke, experts managed to provide answers only according to consensus
opinions. Only three papers met the criteria regarding different levels of evidence, and
their results were taken into consideration with the aim of making recommendations based
on evidence. The results of Kirton et al. [55] provide preliminary evidence that repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) improves the grip strength of impaired upper
limbs after childhood stroke. Modified Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy (mCIMT)
of hands in children with hemiparesis after AIS raised satisfactory rates regarding therapy
among parents and children, but unfortunately without any improved objective parame-
ters [56]. The shortcoming of both studies is that they were conducted on small samples. A
study [57] conducted on a larger sample investigated the effect of Proprioceptive Neuromus-
cular Facilitation (PNF) in improving muscle strength, but the inadequate analysis of the
results imposes certain limitations for the generalization of the conclusions. Therefore, due
to the poor quality of the evidence in all three studies, evidence-based recommendations
could not be implemented, but the recommendations were based on the clinical experiences
and expertise of the authors of the Australian guideline. The recommendations for the
subacute rehabilitation of motor function disorders after childhood stroke are as follows:
therapy is directed toward the goals determined by the child, parent and the therapist;
the child’s active participation in motor learning is incorporated through repetition and
intensive exercise (more than twice per week); and bimanual therapy should be considered.

The 2016 guidelines for rehabilitation after stroke were published as part of the Cana-
dian stroke best practice recommendations, and they included PS recommendations as
well [53]. In 2020, an updated version of the Canadian recommendations was released, but
PS rehabilitation guidelines were unfortunately not included [58].

Regarding the management of stroke in neonates and children, a scientific statement
from the American Heart Association/American Stroke Association [3] primarily refers to
stroke treatment in neonates and children. Rehabilitation following AIS is recommended in
a form of general recommendations: age-adjusted rehabilitation and the long-term follow
up of children after PS, including a recommendation that constraint-induced movement
therapy should be considered in cases of unilateral hand dysfunction after AIS in childhood.
After ischemic neonatal stroke, Goals Activity Motor Enrichment has provided promising
results so far.

Regarding the rehabilitation of motor deficits following PS, the most specific and
detailed guidelines were released by the United Kingdom—Royal College of Paediatrics
and Child Health in terms of rehabilitation modalities, but their drawback is that they
are based on studies that include a mixed clinical population of children with PS, CP and
acquired brain injuries [20]. They are limited to childhood stroke, and they recommend
rehabilitation without specifying the exact rehabilitation protocol. Evidence supporting
traditional neurodevelopmental therapy (NDT) for pediatric rehabilitation in neurological
conditions is weak. Motor interventions that may be applicable to child stroke rehabilitation
include Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy (CIMT), bi-manual therapy, Electromyog-
raphy (EMG), triggered neuromuscular stimulation (NMS), functional electrical stimulation
(FES), robot-assisted interactive therapy and virtual reality. The application of botulinum
toxin in the spastic musculature of the upper extremities is recommended in combination
with occupational therapy. Botulinum toxin application in the case of spastic muscula-
ture of the lower extremities due to central motor neuron lesions in children with CP
has undeniably proven to be effective [59–61]. The lack of randomized, homogenized
studies is the evident reason why the recommendations are applicable only for the upper
extremities, since the mechanism of spasm formation is identical in children after PS and
in children with a spastic form of CP. Therefore, our efforts must be addressed to provide
evidence-based recommendations.
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4.2. Evidence-Based Methodology and Rehabilitation of Motor and Functional Deficits of Children
after Pediatric Stroke

According to the methodology of scientific and professional research, an interview is
the first and most important part of research. The fact that motor deficits become apparent
during the child’s growth after PS imposes some logical question to which we do not yet
have answers:

• Should neurodevelopmental treatment be applied only to babies who have a motor
deficit or also to those who have an anamnestic risk and have normal neurokinesiol-
ogy findings?

In the literature, the lack of a homogenized group of patients with PS in the context
of the success of evidence-based rehabilitation is evident based on a literature search for
last 10 years. The search strings that were used included pediatric stroke, arterial ischemic
stroke, cerebral sinus venous thrombosis, hemorrhagic stroke, child, childhood, motoric
deficit, disability, rehabilitation, physical therapy and outcome. The defined search terms
were analyzed in further databases: PubMed, Medline, Scopus and Google Scholar. The
search results identified only two reviews [11,62].

Mirkowski et al. published a review paper in 2019, and they evaluated the success of
the rehabilitation of motor and cognitive deficits after PS, supported by evidence [62]. The
research included children with perinatal and childhood stroke in the period from 1980 to
2017. Out of 4602 studies, only 18 met the criteria that 50% of participants in the study had
PS and that the study was conducted on a group of three or more participants, which is
devastating data, indicating how long PS has been unrecognized as a significant cause of
disability in children. The success of the rehabilitation of motor deficits was assessed in
15 papers, with 14 papers related to the rehabilitation of the upper extremities and only 1
related to the rehabilitation of the lower extremities. CIMT, forced-use therapy, rTMS, FES
and robot-assisted therapy have shown improvements in all or some hand motor outcomes
in children with hemiparesis or hemiplegia after stroke, supported by varying levels of
evidence. The application of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) did not result in
motor and functional improvements in hemiparesis of the upper extremities in children
after an insult.

Studies evaluating the improvement of the activity of the affected limb by apply-
ing CIMT during rehabilitation, which lasts 3 to 6 months after therapy, were the most
common ones [56,63–66]. Rehabilitation success ranged according to the ability of using
hands in daily-life activities, but there are less data regarding the overall quality of move-
ments. Therefore, no precise answer was given regarding whether recovery was due to a
compensatory mechanism or whether biological restitution was achieved.

The combination of CIMT and rTMS has shown a positive effect six months after
rehabilitation. rTMS in combination with motor learning therapy, as well as the combina-
tion of CIMT and motor learning therapy, can improve the function of the upper limbs,
and therefore, the mentioned combined therapies are recommended with a 1b level of
evidence [63,67].

The application of non-invasive rTMS gives promising results at a 1b level of evidence
regarding the prognosis of recovery and rehabilitation of the upper extremities of children
after PS.

The success of the rehabilitation of the motor deficit of lower extremities through
walking training indicated a potential therapeutic benefit [68].

After a long-term scientifically unfounded approach to the rehabilitation of children
after PS, based on the principle of extrapolation of the rehabilitation of the adult population
after a stroke, another misguiding approach is the assessment of the success of rehabilitation
treatments of a heterogeneous pediatric population with CP, PS and brain injury. One of the
important reasons is the cause-and-effect overlap between the diagnosis of perinatal stroke
and CP. The diagnosis of CP includes, in addition to motor deficits, a much wider range
of disorders and activity limitations, unlike PS. The logical dilemma is whether current
modern rehabilitation protocols for children with CP are optimal for PS, and an additional
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dilemma refers to the hypothesis of whether rehabilitation in the pediatric population with
PS is based on the extrapolation of children with CP. In a review paper, Hart et al. [11]
assessed the success of the rehabilitation of motor deficits based on ICF categories. Of the
3735 studies, 16 were taken into consideration. During a four-year timeframe, 16 papers
met the specified criteria (stroke was more accurately defined, neuromotor treatment
was described, and the pediatric population was in focus). This review paper was the
first to focus exclusively on PS and neuromotor treatment, with the aim of providing an
answer from the available, contemporary, expert literature on evidence-based neuromotor
treatment. However, the number of papers that meet the inclusion criteria is still small,
which clearly indicates a chronic lack of homogenized, randomized studies. Neuromotor
treatments were organized according to the ICF framework categories of body structure
function (BSF), activity, participation and environment. Another fact, that there is no
ICF Core Set for pediatric stroke, in contrast to CP, indicates the lack of recognition of
the importance of the consequences of PS by the World Health Organization. The Body
Structures and Functions category was the focus of all works, from different aspects. Robot-
assisted upper extremity motor practice, exoskeletons and the application of botulinum
toxin to spastic musculature have given results showing increases in the range of motion
and muscle strength of the upper extremities. The combined application of rTMS with
CIMT has given better results than the application of CIMT alone. The novelty is that
combining tDCS with CIMT or occupational therapy has resulted in a positive outcome,
whereas the application of tDCS alone has not proven efficient, and it was not recommended
by Mirkowski et al. [62]. The application of FES and neuromuscular electrical stimulation
(NMES), on the other hand, was supported. Research including neurorehabilitation with
robot-assisted therapy and virtual game therapy has become more favored. The results
favor the combined administration of botulinum toxin and modified Constraint-Induced
Movement Therapy (mCIMT), compared to the administration of botulinum toxin and
intensive conventional therapy. The function of the upper extremity was improved in all
previously mentioned rehabilitation treatments. The quantitative indicators of the results
of hand promotion therapy, which parents implement at home in children aged up to
6 months, has not given positive results. In the domain of activity, the recommended
therapies are mCIMT and CIMT, independently or in combination with robotic bimanual
training or hand arm bimanual intensive training following CIMT intervention. In the
review of the literature, another problem was observed: a regression to the correlation of
the target domain of applied therapies and outcome measures, with a recommendation to
apply expansive outcome measures [11].

In the correlation to all previously mentioned modalities of motor deficit rehabilitation
following PS, robot-assisted therapy is increasingly prevalent, as it represents the most in-
novative therapy and, due to its characteristics, it can be individually adapted to each child.
This therapy easily motivates children to actively participate in performing movements that
simulate daily-life activities, with a very important feedback loop that incorporates sight,
hearing and proprioperception [69]. While evaluating the success of therapy related to the
robot-assisted neurorehabilitation of the hand, we observed great diversity in the use of
tests and scales: the Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA) [47], Pediatric Motor Activity Log
(PMAL) [70], ABILHAND-Kids [71], Wolf Motor Function Test [72] and Test of Arm Selec-
tive Control (TASC) [73], among others. An arising dilemma is whether the authors resort
to specific tests in the study design. From which test do they expect the best results, and
what could promote a certain model of robot-assisted neurorehabilitation? Therefore, many
questions and dilemmas remain open. The most important ones are related to the exact
definition of the protocols, the optimal duration of therapy, the measure of the rehabilitation
outcome and whether the use of robot assistance reduces the duration of rehabilitation
and improves the final outcome. Current knowledge indicates that the application of
robot-assisted therapy cannot replace the usual individual exercise techniques in children,
but it has been proven to contribute to functional recovery [62].
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5. Conclusions

For many years, the rehabilitation of children with PS was based on the extrapolation
of the rehabilitation of adults after stroke. Recently, an impression has been gained that
rehabilitation protocols implemented on heterogenous groups of children with CP and
brain injuries can be administered on pediatric patients with PS.

Due to the lack of awareness of PS in professional practice, as a disease in expansion,
the choice of rehabilitation modality depends on board-certified physical medicine and
rehabilitation specialists. The impression is that the trend of the implemented rehabilitation
of children with PS is based on the extrapolation of the rehabilitation protocols for children
with CP. In homogenous studies of children with PS, there is evident representation of
scientific papers on the rehabilitation of motor deficits of the upper extremity, and research
studies of rehabilitation for lower extremities are so far insufficient.

The increasingly prevalent PS, along with the opening of the “black box” of the
rehabilitation of children after PS, should focus future research on clearly defining protocols,
with adopted outcome measures for each therapeutic modality or motoric deficit.

Our work points to the lack of randomized and homogenized studies as the main
reason why many physical therapy and rehabilitation modalities are not yet recommended
or not supported by evidence.
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